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Abstract
A primitive product is a composition of a nite sequence of nite automata such that feedback
is limited to no further than the previous factor. Furthermore, the input to each factor depends
only on the global input to the system and the states of at most three factors (including the
factor itself). Conversely, the state of a factor may directly inuence only at most three factors
(including the factor itself). Additional conditions guarantee a strong planarity property known
as outerplanarity. Any primitive product of automata can be realized in an outerplanar layout.
This is desirable from the engineering point of view of simple circuit wiring as a circuit whose
components and wires comprise the nodes and edges of an outerplanar graph may be realized
on a two-dimensional surface, and moreover, new wires can be run from a point outside the
circuit to any or all nodes of the circuit without crossing each other or any existing wires. We
constructively show that if A is a nite automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion, then any
nite automaton can be homomorphically represented by (i.e. is a homomorphic image of a
subautomaton of, or equivalently, is a letter-to-letter [length-preserving] divisor of) a primitive
product of copies of A. A class K of nite automata is homomorphically complete under a
given product , by denition, if every nite automaton can be homomorphically represented
as a -product of automata from K. By Letichevsky’s characterization of homomorphically
complete classes under the general product (unrestricted nite composition), our results imply
that a class of nite automata is homomorphically complete under the general product if and
only if it is homomorphically complete under the primitive product. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An important area of automata theory has been to investigate how automata can
be realized with compositions of certain basic automata. One of the most celebrated
results in the eld of compositions of automata is the Letichevsky Decomposition The-
orem. In this study, we give an extension of this result. While the Krohn{Rhodes
Decomposition Theorem [15, 16, 1, 19] is a basis for studying the cascade product of
automata, the fundamental information concerning homomorphically complete classes
of nite automata under the Gluskov product [13] is concentrated in the well-known
classical criterion of Letichevsky [18] (see Section 3 below). In order to decrease the
complexity of the general product, Gecseg [8] introduced a family of semi-cascade
products named i-products, where the index i is a nonnegative integer, which denotes
the maximal admissible length of feedbacks. 2 Esik [6] proved that Letichevsky’s crite-
rion can be used to describe those classes which are homomorphically complete under
the 2-product. On the basis of this result, Esik and Horvath [7] showed that for every
i>2, the i-product is homomorphically as general as the Gluskov product.
Domosi and Imreh [5] introduced another product hierarchy, the i-hierarchy, where
i is a positive integer. In a i-product of automata, the working of each factor can
be directly inuenced by at most i of the factors. Domosi and Esik [4] have proved
that the i-hierarchy is proper from the point of view of homomorphic representation.
A comparison of the i-products and i-products can be found in [10].
An i − j-product is an i-product that is also a j-product. Thus, e.g., an 0 − 1-
product is a loop-free product with the additional property that each factor depends only
on the general input and the state of at most one other factor. Gecseg and Jurgensen
[11] proved that the 0 − 1-product is homomorphically as general as the general
product if innite product is permitted. Since the i-hierarchy is strict with respect
to homomorphic representation, we cannot get similar general results for the i − j-
products provided that innite products are not permitted.
In this paper, we introduce a new product of special type, called the primitive
product, and we show that Letichevsky’s criterion characterizes exactly those classes
of automata which are homomorphically complete under this kind of product. Since the
primitive product can be considered as a special form of the 2 − 3-product, we have
the rather surprising result that, contrary to the fact that the i-hierarchy is strict with
respect to the homomorphic representation, the i − j-hierarchy (and the j-hierarchy)
collapses at i=2 and j=3 whenever we are conned to homomorphically complete
classes under these kinds of products (i.e. (i − j)- resp. j-).
Thus, when a class of nite automata satises Letichevsky’s criterion, one can build
any nite automaton as a homomorphic image of a subautomaton 3 of a product of
2 A feedback from a factor to itself is considered to be of length 1. Thus, in a sequence of automata, a
feedback of length 2 is understood to be to the preceding factor.
3 In the terminology of the Krohn{Rhodes school, \homomorphic image of a subautomaton" is equivalent
to \length preserving divisor", and to \cover with letter-to-letter lifting", where the input symbols (letters)
are considered as generators of (possibly non-faithful) transformation semigroups.
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automata from that class, and conversely. But more strongly, one can guarantee that
the working of each factor depends on at most three other factors such that one of
these three factors is the factor itself and that feedback length is not more than two.
Thus, the \wiring" of the representing automaton is quite restricted, and, furthermore,
its factors and wires may be arranged on the nodes and edges of a highly restricted
type of planar graph demanded by the denition of primitive product.
For all notions and notation not dened here, we refer to the books [14, 12, 9].
2. Notation and basic notions
An alphabet is a nite nonvoid set X , the elements of X are called letters. For any
alphabet X , let X  denote the free monoid of all words over X (including the empty
word ). Moreover, denote by X+(=X nfg) the free semigroup of all nonempty
words over X . The length of a word p= x1 : : : xn 2X+(x1; : : : ; xn 2X ) is denoted by
jpj (= n). The length of the empty word  is zero by denition. The reverse of p
is p= xn : : : x1. For any alphabet X and nonnegative integer n; X n denotes the set of
n-length words of X . Moreover, we put p0 = ; pn=pn−1p (p2X ; n>0). If p= qr
for some q; r 2X , then q is said to be a prex and r a sux of p. If there is no
danger of confusion, we shall sometimes denote an n-tuple (a1; : : : ; an) with each ai 2X
by the word a1 : : : an. Throughout this paper, for integers k; n (n>2); k (mod n) denotes
the least positive integer k 0 such that n divides k − k 0. (In particular, 0 (mod n)= n.)
By a (nite) automaton we mean a system A=(A; X; ), where A is a nite non-
void set of states, X is the input alphabet, and the mapping  :AX ! A is the
transition function of A. We extend  to a mapping  :AX  ! A in the following
way: for arbitrary a2A; (a; )= a and (a; px)= ((a; p); x) (p2X ; x2X ). Then
every p2X  induces (under ) a transformation p :A!A of the state set A with
p(a)= (a; p) for each a2A.
Let A=(A; X; );B=(B; Y; 0) be automata. B is a subautomaton of A if BA;
Y X , and 0(b; y)= (b; y) (b2B; y2Y ):  =( 1;  2) with the surjective mappings
 1 :A ! B;  2 :X ! Y is a homomorphism of A onto B if  1((a; x))= 0( 1(a);
 2(x))(a2A; x2X ). If there exists a homomorphism of A onto B, then we also say
that A can be mapped homomorphically onto B. The automaton B can be represented
homomorphically by the automaton A if A has a subautomaton which can be mapped
homomorphically onto B. If the component mappings are bijective, then we speak of
isomorphism. We also say that the automaton B can be embedded isomorphically into
the automaton A if B is isomorphic to a subautomaton of A. In addition, if X =Y
and  2 :X ! Y is the identity mapping, then we also refer to  1 as a homomorphism
(or an isomorphism).
Let f :X1   Xn ! X be a mapping having n variables for some positive integer
n, moreover, let t 2 f1; : : : ; ng: f is said to really depend on its tth variable if there exist
x1 2X1; : : : ; xt−1 2Xt−1; xt ; x0t 2Xt; xt+1 2Xt+1; : : : ; xn 2Xn having f(x1; : : : ; xn) 6=f(x1;
: : : ; xt−1; xt 0; xt+1; : : : ; xn). If f does not have this property, then we also say that f is
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really independent of its tth variable. Moreover, if there is no danger of confusion
then sometimes we leave the attribute \really".
Let At =(At; Xt ; t) (t=1; : : : ; n; n>1) be automata. Take an alphabet X and a sys-
tem of feedback functions ’t :A1   AnX ! Xt (t=1; : : : ; n). Let A=(A; X; )
=A1   An(X; ’1; : : : ; ’n) be the automaton with A=A1   An; ((a1; : : : ; an);
x)= (1(a1; ’1(a1; : : : ; an; x)); : : : ; n(an; ’n(a1; : : : ; an; x)) ((a1; : : : ; an)2A; x2X ). The
automaton A is called the (general) product (or Gluskov product) of A1; : : : ;An
(with respect to X and ’1; : : : ; ’n). If A1 =    =An=B, then A is a (general)
power of B.
Proposition 2.1. Let A=A1   An(X; ’1; : : : ; ’n) be a product of automata At
=(At; Xt ; t); t=1; : : : ; n and consider a permutation P over f1; : : : ; ng: Dene the
product A0=A01   A0n(X; ’01; : : : ; ’0n) such that A0t =AP(t); moreover; for any
state (aP(1); : : : ; aP(n))2AP(1)   AP(n) and input letter x2X; ’0t(aP(1); : : : ; aP(n); x)
=’P(t)(a1; : : : ; an; x); t=1; : : : ; n: Then A is isomorphic to A0:
Let us consider a class K of automata. We say K is homomorphically complete
under the Gluskov product if every nite automaton can be homomorphically repre-
sented by a Gluskov product of automata from K. Homomorphic completeness under
any of various other products is dened analogously. We dene the underlying graph
D=(V; E) (V = f1; : : : ; ng; EVV ) of A such that (i; j)2E if and only if the feed-
back function ’j really depends on its ith state variable. Thus, an underlying graph is
a directed graph (or, in short, a digraph) which may contain loop edges. Moreover, if
(i; j)2E then it is said that (i; j) is an outgoing edge of i, and simultaneously, (i; j)
is an incoming edge for j. (In this way, a loop edge (i; i) has both of these properties
concerning the vertex i.) We shall use the following statement.
Proposition 2.2. Let A=(A1   An; X; A)=A1   An(X; ’1; : : : ; ’n) be a
product of automata having an underlying graph D=(f1; : : : ; ng; E); vertices i; j; k
with i<j; k such that; (i; j); (i; k)2E. Suppose that for every pair ‘; m; ‘6i<m im-
plies (m; ‘) =2E. Then there exists a product A0=(A1   AiA1   An; X; A0)
=A1   AiA1   An(X; ’01; : : : ; ’0i+n) having the underlying graph with
nodes f1; : : : ; i + ng and edges (f(i + u; i + v) j (u; v)2Eg n f(2i; i + j)g)[f(i; i +
j)g[ f(u; v) j (u; v)2E; u; v6ig) such that; for any a1 2A1; : : : ; an 2An; x2X;
A0((a1; : : : ; ai; a1; : : : ; an); x)= (a01; : : : ; a
0
i ; a
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n);
whenever
A((a1; : : : ; an); x)= (a01; : : : ; a
0
n):
Proof. By the condition on edges, ’1; : : : ; ’i do not depend on their (i + 1)th; : : : ; nth
state components.
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Fix any arbitrary a0i+1 2Ai+1; : : : ; a0n 2An: We construct the following feedback func-
tions:
’0t(a1; : : : ; ai+n; x)=
8>><>>:
’t(a1; : : : ; ai; a0i+1; : : : a
0
n; x) if t6i;
’t−i(ai+1; : : : ; ai+n; x) if t>i and t 6= i + j;
’j(ai+1; : : : ; a2i−1; ai;
a2i+1; : : : ; ai+n; x) if t= i + j
(where t=1; : : : ; i + n; (a1; : : : ; ai+n)2A1   AiA1   An; x2X ).
It is easy to check that the product A0 having the above feedback function compo-
nents satises the required conditions.
Corollary 2.3. Every cascade of automata can be homomorphically represented by a
cascade of (copies of the same) automata such that: For each i; at most one feedback
function ’j really depends on the state of Ai. (Also; the analogous statement holds
for the 1-product).
Several families of products can be derived from the general product by impos-
ing restrictions on the feedback dependency. A is an i-product (i=0; 1; : : :) if each
’t (t=1; : : : ; n) is really independent of its jth state component (j=1; : : : ; n) whenever
j>t + i. Especially, if A is an 0-product, then we often give the system of feed-
back functions in the form ’1 :X ! X1; ’2 :A1X ! X2; : : : ; ’n :A1   An−1X !
Xn. If i is a positive integer for which every ’t (t=1; : : : ; n) really depends on not
more than i state variables, then A is a i-product. In addition, an i − j-product
(i=0; 1; : : : ; j=1; 2; : : :) is an i-product that is also a j-product.
Our fundamental concept is that of the primitive product. Take the above considered
general product A=A1   An(X; ’1; : : : ; ’n) and its underlying graph D=(V; E).
For any t 2V , denote by i(t) and o(t) the sets of incoming and outgoing edges of t,
respectively, and assume that
(i) for any t 2V there exist j; k 2 f1; : : : ; t− 1; t+1g and r 2 ft− 1; t+1; : : : ; ng such
that one of the following conditions is satised.
(i1) i(t)f(j; t); (t; t)g and o(t)f(t; t − 1); (t; t); (t; r)g,
or
(i2) i(t)f(j; t); (k; t); (t; t)g and o(t)f(t; t); (t; r)g;
(ii) if (a; b); (c; d)2E and fa; bg\ fc; dg= ;, then minfc; dg<a<maxfc; dg if and
only if minfc; dg<b<maxfc; dg.
Then we say that A is a primitive product. For any class K of automata, let us
consider the class P(K) of primitive products having factors from K. It is easy to
see that P(P(K))P(K) does not hold in general. But, we have the following.
Proposition 2.4. Let M=M1   Mn+1(X;  1; : : : ;  n+1); n>1 be a product of
primitive products Mi=Mi;1   Mi; ji(Xi;  i;1; : : : ;  i; ji); ji>2; i=1; : : : ; n+1 hav-
ing the following properties.  1; : : : ;  n may really depend only on their input variables.
Moreover;  i;1; : : : ;  i; ji−1; i= 1; : : : ; n really do not depend on their last (i.e. jith) state
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variables; and; if some  n+1; k (k =1; : : : ; jn+1) really depends on its input variable; then
it may additionally depend only on its kth state variable and at most one other state
variable; and simultaneously; there exists at most one  n+1; k0 (k 0=1; : : : ; jn+1) with
k 6= k 0 depending on its kth state variable. Furthermore; the input set of Mn+1 is
Xn+1 =M1; j1M2; j2   Mn; jn ; where Mi; ji ; i=1; : : : ; n denotes the state set of the
last factor of the product Mi ; and each  n+1; k (k =1; : : : ; jn+1) may depend at most
on one component of Xn+1; and moreover  n+1; k and  n+1; k0 do not depend on the
same component of Xn+1 for k 6= k 0 (k; k 0=1; : : : ; jn+1).
If  n+1 has the form  n+1(m1; : : : ; mn; mn+1; x)= (m1; j1 ; : : : ; mn; jn)2Xn+1, where mi
is the state of Mi and mi; ji the state of Mi’s last factor; then M is isomorphic to a
primitive product of the Mi; j ; i=1; : : : ; n+ 1; j=1; : : : ; ji.
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary permutation over f1; : : : ; ng. Considering the short notation
N‘=M‘;1   M‘; j‘ (‘=1; : : : ; n+ 1), by Proposition 2.1, we can construct the
product
M0=NP(1)   NP(n)Nn+1(X; ’01; : : : ; ’0u)
with u= j1+   +jn+1 such that M0 is isomorphic to M. Denote by  n+1; s1 ; : : : ;  n+1; sr
with s1<: : :<sr , all feedback functions of the product Mn+1 depending at least on
one component of the input set Xn+1 =M1; j1M2; j2   Mn; jn . From our assumptions
it follows that r6n. Suppose that for every ‘2f1; : : : ; rg; P(n− ‘+ 1)= t, whenever
 n+1; s‘ depends on the tth component of Xn+1. Clearly, then M
0 forms a primitive
product of the Mi; j ; i= 1; : : : ; n+ 1; j=1; : : : ; ji.
The following statement is obvious.
Proposition 2.5. Every primitive product is an 2 − 3-product.
For any directed graph D=(V; E), we consider the associated undirected graph
U (D)= (V; E0) such that
E0= ffi; jg j (i; j)2Eg:
Following Harary [14], we dene a walk in an (undirected) graph (V; E0) to be a
sequence of vertices v0; : : : ; vn, such that fvi; vi+1g2E0. A path is a walk with all n+1
vertices distinct. A walk is closed if v0 = vn. A cycle in a graph is a closed walk such
that its n points are distinct and n>3. A face of a graph   embedded in the Euclidean
plane E2 is the closure of a connected component of E2n .
We say that a graph  =(V; E) has the ordered cycle property if its nodes can
be labelled with distinct positive integers such that if we identify each vertex with
its label, then every cycle, considered as an undirected path, can be arranged in the
form c1<   <ck; (ci 2V; i=1; : : : ; k) with (ci; ci+1 (mod k))2E or (ci+1 (mod k); ci)2E
edges.
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Lemma 2.6. Let D=(V; E) be the underlying graph of a primitive product of au-
tomata. Then D has the ordered cycle property.
The nodes of D are already integers, so we consider D under its natural labelling.
Claim. Take any pair of undirected paths i1 : : : im; j1 : : : jn consisting of nodes in D,
with j1<i1<jn and suppose either im<j1 or jn<im. Then the paths contain a common
point.
Proof. Assume that the claim is false, then there is a minimal counterexample, with
all nodes distinct and n+ m least.
Consider im−1: if im−1<j1 or jn<im−1, then the path i1 : : : im−1 would yield smaller
counterexample unless m=2. If on the other hand, j1<im−1<jn then im−1im yields a
shorter counterexample unless m=2. So m=2 for a minimal counterexample. Now,
consider the path j1 : : : jn. If i2<j1, then i2<j1<i1<jn. In this case, by (ii), i2<j2<i1
must hold, and thus, j2 : : : jn yields a shorter counterexample unless n=2. If jn<i2,
then j1<i1<jn<i2. Then, by (ii), i1<jn−1<i2 must hold, but in this case, j1 : : : jn−1
yields a shorter counterexample.
We have established that n=m=2 in any least counterexample. Thus, i2<j1<i1<j2
or j1<i1<j2<i2: now by condition (ii) of the denition of primitive product, since
j1 = minfj1; j2g<i1<maxfj1; j2g= j2, we have j1<i2<j2, a contradiction. Therefore,
no least counterexample can exist. This establishes the claim.
Now let c1 denote the least node in the cycle. It is connected by edges in the cycle
to two other nodes. Now these two nodes and c1 are pairwise distinct. Let c2 denote
the lesser of the two and let ck denote the greater. We have c1<c2<ck . Proceeding
around the cycle in the direction from c1 to c2 denote the nodes c3; c4, etc., until we
reach ck . We assert that ck is the greatest node in the cycle: if not, let ci be the node
with least i such that ci>ck . Note that i>3. By leastness of i; ci−1<ck and so it must
be that ci>ck>ci−1>c1, but then the path ckc1 and the path cici−1 would comprise
a counterexample to the claim. Hence, ck must indeed be the greatest node.
Furthermore, it must be true for each i=1; : : : ; k − 1, that ci+1>ci: if not, take an
i such that ci+1<ci, then we have i =2f1; k − 1g, and so c1<ci+1<ci<ck . But then,
ci+1 : : : ck is a path disjoint from the path c1 : : : ci, and we would have a contradiction
to the claim. We have established that c1<c2<   <ck for the nodes c1; c2; : : : ; ck
met in sequence traced as we go around the cycle starting in the direction from c1
to c2.
A graph is called outerplanar if it has a planar embedding so that all its vertices
lie on the same face. In this case, face may be taken to be the unbounded face.
Outerplanarity is a strengthening of the notion of planarity, which has an analogous
characterization in terms of forbidden subgraphs [17, 3, 14].
Corollary 2.7. The underlying graph of any primitive product is an outerplanar graph.
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Proof. A graph is outerplanar if and only if it contains no subdivision of K4, the
complete graph on four nodes, and no subdivision of the complete bipartite graph
K2;3 [2, 14, p. 106]. But such a subdivision cannot have the ordered cycle prop-
erty established in the lemma, since if it did, then by restriction the property would
hold also for K4 or K2;3. But it is easy to check that K4 and K2;3 do not have this
property.
Remark. As we see from the proofs of the Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7, every
product of automata whose underlying graph satises condition (ii) in the denition of
primitive product has the ordered cycle property and an outerplanar underlying graph.
From the engineering point of view of circuit wiring, outerplanarity is an extremely
desirable property, since a circuit whose components and wires comprise the nodes and
edges of an outerplanar graph may be realized on a at surface. Moreover, new wires
can be run from a point outside the circuit to any or all nodes of the circuit without
crossing each other or any of the existing wires.
3. Control words
An automaton A satises Letichevsky’s criterion if there are a state a0 2A; two
input letters x; y2X and two input words p; q 2 X  under which (a0; x) 6= (a0; y)
and (a0; xp)= (a0; yq)= a0: If a class K of automata contains an automaton satis-
fying Letichevsky’s criterion, then we also say thatK satises Letichevsky’s criterion.
Otherwise, we say that K does not satisfy it.
Letichevsky Decomposition Theorem (Letichevsky [18]). A classK of nite automata
is homomorphically complete under the general product if and only if K satises
Letichevsky’s criterion.
We will create \control words" for any automaton that satises Letichevsky’s crite-
rion. These will serve as logical signals in nearly all our further constructions.
Let a= a0 : : : am and b= b0b1 : : : bn denote nonempty words over an alphabet A hav-
ing the following properties.
(i) a0 = b0, the letters of a are pairwise distinct, the letters of b are pairwise distinct,
and b1 does not occur in a.
(ii) if a=wxy and b=w0xy0 for any factorizations with x a letter and w; w0 non-
empty, then y=y0 (w; w0 2 A+, x 2 A, y 2 A).
(iii) m6n (and n>0). Equivalently, jaj6jbj (and jbj>2).
Given a and b as above, dene control words, u= u1 : : : us and v= v1 : : : vs:
(iv) u1 : : : u2 =
8<:
an+10 if m=0;
(a1 : : : ama0)k if m+ 1 j n+ 1; m 6= 0; n+ 1= k(m+ 1);
a1 : : : ama0b1 : : : bna0 if m+ 1 6 j n+ 1;
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(v) v1 : : : vs=

b1 : : : bna0 if m+ 1jn+ 1 (including the case m=0);
b1 : : : bna0a1 : : : ama0 if m+ 1 6 j n+ 1:
The following lemma is obvious from (i) and (ii).
Lemma 3.1. Given control words u; v; for all 16i; j6s− 1 we have
(i1) ui= uj 6= a0 implies ui+1 = uj+1;
(ii1) vi= vj 6= a0 implies vi+1 = vj+1;
(iii1) ui= vj 6= a0 implies ui+1 = vj+1:
We next show:
Lemma 3.2. Let A=(A; X; ) be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion.
There are states u1; : : : ; us; v1; : : : ; vs (2A) and input letters x01; : : : ; x0s; x001 ; : : : ; x0s (2X )
such that (ut ; x0t)= ut+1; (vt ; x
00
t )= vt+1(t=1; : : : ; s−1); (us; x0s)= u1; (vs; x00s )= v1.
Moreover; u= u1 : : : us and v= v1 : : : vs are control words.
Proof. Consider an automaton A=(A; X; ) satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion, i.e.,
there are a state a0 2A; two input letters x1; y1 2X and two input words p= x2 : : : xm+1,
q=y2 : : : yn+1 2 X  (x2; : : : ; xm+1; y2; : : : ; yn+1 2 X ) under which (a0; x1) 6= (a0; y1)
and (a0; x1p)= (a0; y1q)= a0. Suppose that p and q have minimal length, i.e.,
(a0; x1p1)= (a0; y1q1)= a0 (p1; q1 2 X ) implies jpj6jp1j and jqj6jq1j: Introduce
the notations au= (a0; x1 : : : xu) (u=1; : : : ; m) and bv= (a0; y1 : : : yv) (v=1; : : : ; n).
Moreover, we set b0 = a0, a= a0 : : : am, and b= b0 : : : bn.
Without loss of generality, we may assume jpj=m6n= jqj. If p is the empty word
(m=0), then (a0; x1)= a0 and q cannot be empty lest (a0; y1)= (a0; x1). In any
case, n>0. This yields condition (iii).
If for every pair i (= 1; : : : ; m); k (= 1; : : : ; n) we have ai 6= bk ; then we get condi-
tion (ii). (And, of course, b1 does not occur in a.) By minimality, each of the state
words a= a0 : : : am and b= b0 : : : bn has then no repeated states letters. In other words,
ai 6= aj if i 6= j (i; j= 0; : : : ; m), and bk 6= b‘ if k 6= ‘ (k; ‘=0; : : : ; n).
Otherwise, ai= bk for some i (= 1; : : : ; m), and k (= 1; : : : ; n). We will take i to be
the least such i, and k to be the least such k for this i. (Observe k =1 is not possible,
for otherwise jb0b1ai+1 : : : amj= n + 1 (by minimality); and then n + 1=m − i + 2,
whence m− i+1>m implying i61, but then we would have a1 = b1, which is not the
case.) So none of the states a1; : : : ; ai−1 is the same as any of the states b1; : : : ; bk−1. By
minimality, jxi+1 : : : xm+1j= jyk+1 : : : yn+1j since either of these words result in transition
from ai= bk back to a0. Thus, we may replace yk+1 : : : yn+1 by xi+1 : : : xm+1 (or vice
versa) to obtain condition (ii). Under this replacement, a and b are of unchanged
minimal length, and so of course cannot contain repeated letters. We know b1 62
fa0; : : : ai−1g and b1 62 fbk ; : : : bng= fai; : : : ; amg. Thus, b1 does not occur in a. Thus,
conditions (i) and (ii) are established in every case.
Finally, we can dene u= u1 : : : us and v= v1 : : : vs as in (iv) and (v). The proof is
complete.
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Using Lemma 3.1, we now prove the following technical lemma useful in establishing
well-denedness of and performance of \logical operations" with control words and
inputs: 4
Lemma 3.3. For any alphabet X; control words u; v over an alphabet A and any
mapping f : fu1; v1g2X ! fu1; v1g with f(u1; u1; x)= u1 and f(v1; v1; x)= v1 (x2X )
there exists a mapping g : A3  X ! A satisfying:
g(a; w1; w2; x)=
8<:
f(w1; w2; x) if a2fus; vsg (= fa0g); w1; w2 2 fu1; v1g;
uj+1 if a= uj; w1; w2 2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1;
vj+1 if a= vj; w1; w2 2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1
((a; w1; w2; x) 2 A3  X ).
Proof. Let g(a; w1; w2; x) be any xed element of A whenever a2fui; vignfa0g with
fw1; w2g= fui+1; vi+1g (i=1; : : : ; s − 1) or a =2 fu1; : : : ; us; v1; : : : ; vsg: Furthermore, in
the case that w1; w2 2fuj+1; vj+1g and a 6= a0, set g(a; w1; w2; x)= uj+1 if a= uj, and
g(a; w1; w2; x)= vj+1 if a= vj. Taking into consideration Lemma 3.1, g is unambigu-
ously determined on (Anfa0g) A2  X and has the values given in the statement of
this lemma.
We still must extend g in a well-dened way to fa0g  A2  X . That is, a0 2
fui; vig\fuj; vjg; fw1; w2gfui+1(mod s); vi+1(mod s)g; fw01; w02gfuj+1(mod s); vj+1(mod s)g
and (w1; w2)= (w01; w
0
2) imply g(a0; w1; w2; x)= g(a0; w
0
1; w
0
2; x) (i; j=1; : : : ; s; x2X ):
We distinguish the following three cases.
Case 1: m=0: We put
g(a0; w1; w2; x)=

b1 if fw1; w2gfu1; v1g(= fa0; b1g) and f(w1; w2; x)= b1;
a0 otherwise
(w1; w2 2A; x2X ).
Then we obtain a0 = u1 =    = us and a0 =2 fv1; : : : ; vs−1g: On the other hand,
f(u1; u1; x)= u1(= a0) and f(v1; v1; x)= v1(= b1) are supposed. Hence, our assertions
hold, whenever a= a0 and fw1; w2g 6= fu1; v1g(= fa0; b1g): Now we suppose fw1; w2g
= fu1; v1g (= fa0; b1g): Then g(a0; w1; w2; x)=f(w1; w2; x); moreover, for every
j=2; : : : ; s we have fw1; w2g= fuj; vjg: Therefore, we have our conditions. This ends
the proof of Case 1.
Case 2: m 6= 0; m+ 1 j n+ 1; i.e., n+ 1= k(m+ 1) for some positive integer k: We
set
g(a0; w1; w2; x)=

b1 if fw1; w2gfu1; v1g and f(w1; w2; x)= b1;
a1 otherwise
(w1; w2 2A; x2X ): Then vi 6= a0 if i2f1; : : : ; s−1g: Moreover, ui= a0 implies ui+1 = a1
for any i2f1; : : : ; s − 1g: Therefore, similarly to Case 1, we have our assertion if
4 In the sequel, k (modm) denotes the least positive integer ‘ for which mjk − ‘:
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i; j2f1; : : : ; s − 1g: If fw1; w2gfu1; v1g with (w1; w2) 6= (u1; u1); then b1 2fw1; w2g:
Hence, in this case, fw1; w2g= fuz; vzg if z>1: It is remained to study the case of
(w1; w2)= (u1; u1): Then we supposed f(w1; w2; x)= u1 (= a1) corresponding to
g(a0; a1; a1; x)= a1 (x2X ): On the other hand, by fw01; w02gfuz; vzg; z>1 and
((a1; a1)= )(w1; w2)= (w01; w
0
2); we have g(a0; w
0
1; w
0
2; x)= uz (x2X ) with uz = a1;
whenever a0 2fuz−1; vz−1g (or more precisely, whenever a0 = uz−1). This completes
the proof of Case 2.
Case 3: m+ 1 6 j n+ 1: Dene
g(a0; w1; w2; x)=
8<:
a1 if fw1; w2gfun+2; vn+2g;
b1 if fw1; w2gfum+2; vm+2g;
f(w1; w2; x) if fw1; w2gfu1; v1g
(w1; w2 2A; x2X ): Then u1 = a1; v1 = b1; un+2 = bn−m+1; vn+2 = a1; um+2 = b1; further
more, vm+2 = a0 or vm+2 = bm+2 depending on whether m+ 1= n or m+ 1<n:
By property (i) of a0a1 : : : am and b0b1 : : : bm (see their denition), we have, in or-
der, a0 =2 fa1; b1; bn−m+1g; a1 6= b1; and, if m + 1<n; then b1 6= bm+2: On the other
hand, m + 1 6 j n + 1 implies n 6= 2m + 1 leading to bm+2 6= a1 (provided m + 1<n)
by property (ii) of a0 : : : am and b0b1 : : : bn (see their denitions, again). Furthermore,
bi= bj (i; j=0; : : : ; n) implies i= j by (i). Therefore, by m+1<n; n 6= 2m+1 implies
bm+2 6= bn−m+1; too. Similarly, since m6n and m + 16 jn + 1; then m<n which, in
addition, shows bn−m+1 6= b1: But then fa1; b1g; fa1; bn−m+1g; fa0; b1g by m + 1= n
or fa1; b1g; fa1; bn−m+1g; fb1; bm+2g by m + 1<n are pairwise dierent sets. There-
fore, if w1 6= w2 and fw1; w2g 2 ffu1; v1g; fum+2; vm+2g; fun+2; vn+2gg; then our state-
ment is valid, where the appropriate values of g(a0; w1; w2; x) (x2X ) are, in order,
f(w1; w2; x); b1; a1: (By the way, a1 = bn−m+1 is possible. In this case, we may leave
the set fun+2; vn+2g = fa1; bn−m+1g out of consideration whenever w1 6= w2 is as-
sumed.) Finally, if w1 =w2 then f(u1; u1; x)= u1 and f(v1; v1; x)= v1 (x2X ) lead to
g(a0; a1; a1; x)= g(a0; bn−m+1; bn−m+1; x)= a1 (x2X ) and g(a0; b1; b1; x)= g(a0; a0; a0; x)
= b1 or g(a0; b1; b1; x)= g(a0; bm+2; bm+2; x)= b1 (x2X ) depending on whether m +
1=n or m+1<n: In other words, g(a0; u1; u1; x)=g(a0; un+2; un+2; x)=g(a0; vn+2; vn+2; x)
= u1 = vn+2 and g(a0; v1; v1; x)= g(a0; um+2; um+2; x)= g(a0; vm+2; vm+2; x)= v1 = um+2.
This completes the proof.
Considering X as a singleton, we have the following consequence of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. For any mapping f : fu1; v1g2 ! fu1; v1g with f(u1; u1)= u1 and
f(v1; v1)= v1 there exists a mapping g : A3 ! A satisfying
g(a; w1; w2)=
8<:
f(w1; w2) if a2fus; vsg (= fa0g); w1; w2 2fu1; v1g;
uj+1 if a= uj; w1; w2 2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1;
vj+1 if a= vj; w1; w2 2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1
((a; w1; w2)2A3).
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Lemma 3.4 leads to the following statement.
Lemma 3.5. There exists a mapping g : A2 ! A satisfying:
g(a; b)=
8<:
b if a2fus; vsg (= fa0g); b2fu1; v1g;
uj+1 if a= uj; b2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1;
vj+1 if a= vj; b2fuj+1; vj+1g; j=1; : : : ; s− 1
((a; b)2A2).
We close this section with the following denitions. Let A=(A; X; ) be an automa-
ton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion. Moreover, let u= u1 : : : us; v= v1 : : : vs (2A)
be control words as constructed in Lemma 3.2 such that for appropriate input let-
ters x01; : : : ; x
0
s; x
00
1 ; : : : ; x
00
s (2X ) we have (ut ; x0t)= ut+1; (vt ; x00t ) = vt+1 (t=1; : : : ; s −
1); (us; x0s) = u1; (vs; x
00
s )= v1. For any a; a
0; a00 2A and xed pair u1 : : : us; v1 : : : vs of
control words we shall use the following operations on the alphabet A:
x[a; a0] =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
an arbitrary xed x2X if (a; a0)2f(us; u1); (us; v1)g;
with (a; x)= a0
an arbitrary xed x2X if (a; a0)2f(ui; ui+1); (ui; vi+1)g;
with (a; x)= ui+1 i=1; : : : ; s− 1;
an arbitrary xed x2X if (a; a0)2f(vi; ui+1); (vi; vi+1)g;
with (a; x)= vi+1 i=1; : : : ; s− 1;
any xed element of X; otherwise;
x[a; a0 _ a00] =

x[a; a0] if (a; a0)= (us; v1);
x[a; a00] otherwise;
x[a; a0 ^ a00] =

x[a; a0] if (a; a0)= (us; u1);
x[a; a00] otherwise:
Using Lemma 3.5, it is clear that x[a; a0]; x[a; a0 _ a00] and x[a; a0 ^ a00] are unam-
biguously dened.
4. Auxiliary results
Take two alphabets X and Y . Let n= ‘s (‘>1) be a xed integer and consider a
mapping  : X n ! Y n having the property: f(p) j p2X ngfw j w2fu; vg‘g (n= ‘s)
for some xed words u; v2Y s. We shall denote the reverse of (p) by (p).
Set H fp2X+kpj= ng; H 6= ;. Dene R; H; d=(R; H; d; X; ; H; d) be the automa-
ton, where d is a positive integer, R; H; d= f(k; p; q)2f1; : : : ; ng  X   Y+ j k +
jqj= n + d; jpj 2 f0; kg; p is a prex of a word in H (pp0 2H for some p0 2X ),
furthermore, q= q0q00, where q0 is a sux of u or v and q00 2fu; vgg, and, for arbitrary
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(k; p; yq)2R; H; d (y2fut ; vt j t=1; : : : ; sg) and x2X;
; H; d((k; p; yq); x)=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(k + 1; px; q) if k<n; p 6= ; and pxp0 2H for some
p0 2X ;
(k + 1; ; q) if k<n; p= ;
or k<n; p 6= ; and for all p0 2X ;
pxp0 =2 H;
(1; x; q(p)) if k = n; p2H; and xp0 2H for some
p0 2X ;
(1; ; q(p)) if k = n; p2H; and for any p0 2X ;
xp0 =2 H;
(1; x; qu‘) if k = n; p= ; and xp0 2H for some
p0 2X ;
(1; ; qu‘) if k = n; p= ; and for any p0 2X ;
xp0 =2 H:
In order to simplify the proof of the next result, we introduce some auxiliary no-
tions. Let A=(A; XA; A) be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion, and let
u1 : : : us; v1 : : : vs be any pair of its control words. For any w1 : : : ws with wt 2fut ; vtg
(t=1; : : : ; s) we shall use the short notation w. Consider a word a1 : : : an 2A+ and an
integer k (= 1; : : : ; n). We will denote by c(a1 : : : an; k) the (k+1)th cyclic permutation
of a1 : : : an. In more detail, let
c(a1 : : : an; k)=
8<:
ak+2 : : : ana1 : : : ak+1 if k<n− 1;
a1 : : : an if k = n− 1;
a2 : : : ana1 if k = n:
In addition, for any pair t; k with t=1;2; : : : ; k =1; : : : ; n; let c(a1 : : : an;
nt + k)= c(a1 : : : an; k) and for any integer r; denote by c(a1 : : : an; r) the reverse of
c(a1 : : : an; r).
LetM=(WZ; XM; M) be an automaton with Y Z; moreover, let B =(B; X; B)
be a subautomaton of M having a homomorphism  : B ! R; H; d onto R; H; d such
that  ((w; z))= (k; p; yq) ((w; z)2B; (k; p; yq)2R; H; d; y2Y ) implies z=y. Then we
say that M y- represents R; H; d (with respect to  ).
We have the following:
Lemma 4.1. Let A=(A; XA; A) be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion
and let u1 : : : us; v1 : : : vs be any pair of its control words. Consider an alphabet X; a
multiple n of s with n= ‘s; ‘>1; a word r 2X n; and a mapping  : X n ! An having
the property (p)2fu; vg‘ for each p2X n. Then there exists a primitive power M
of A such that R; frg; 1 is y-represented by M. In addition; apart from the feedback
functions for the last factor; the feedback functions of the factors of M really do
not depend on their last state variable.
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Proof. First, we dene the product N=A3n+1(X; ’1; : : : ; ’3n+1) such that for any
(a1; : : : ; a3n+1) 2A3n+1; x2X and t 2f1; : : : ; 3n+ 1g; we have
’t(a1; : : : ; a3n+1; x)=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
x[at; at+1] if t=1; : : : ; s− 1;
or t= s+ 1; : : : ; s+ n− 1;
x[at; a1] if t= s;
x[at; as+1] if t= s+ n;
x[at; u1] if t= s+ n+ 1; : : : ; s+ 2n;
at = us(= vs); (at−1;
a1−t (mod s))= (u1; u1);
or t= s+ n+ 1; : : : ; s+ 2n;
at = us(= vs); (at−1; a1−t (mod s))
= (v1; u1); and x is not the
t − (s+ n)th letter of r;
x[at; v1] if t= s+ n+ 1; : : : ; s+ 2n; at = us
(= vs); (at−1; a1−t (mod s))=
(v1; u1); and x is them
t − (s+ n)th letter of r;
x[at; at−1] if t= s+ n+ 1; : : : ; s+ 2n; at 2
fui; vig; at−1; a1−t (mod s) 2
fui+1; vi+1g; i=1; : : : ; s− 1;
x[at; as] if t=2n+ s+ 1; and the sth
letter of (r) (r) is u1;
x[at; as+2n _ as] if t=2n+ s+ 1; and the sth
letter of (r) is v1;
x[at; at−1] if t=2n+ js+ 1; j=2; : : : ; ‘;
and the jsth letter of (r) is u1;
or t=2n+ js+ i; j=1; : : : ; ‘ − 1;
i=2; : : : ; s;
x[at; as+2n _ at−1] if t=2n+ js+ 1;
j=2; : : : ; ‘; and the jsth
letter of (r) is v1:
The rst s factors provide a \small clock" in which u= u1 : : : us cycles. The next n
factors (s + 1; : : : ; s + n) comprise a \big clock" in which vu‘−1 cycles. The next n
factors (s + n + 1; : : : ; s + 2n) comprise a buer into which values ow from the big
clock, starting with v1. At the kth position of the buer, if the input letter x matches
the kth letter of r when the signal (headed by v1) is about to reach this position, then
the signal is permitted to continue, otherwise instead of switching to state v1 we switch
to u1 indicating rejection of the input. 5 Finally, if the word has not been rejected by
5 Lemma 3.3 guarantees that, for each factor t of the buer, (at−1; a1−t (mod s)) = (v1; u1) only when
k = t − s− 1 (mod n). Especially, for the rst factor of the buer, i.e., for t= n+ s+ 1; (as+n; as)= (v1; u1)
if and only if k = n.
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the nth input step, the acceptance signal reaches the end of the buer, then the buer
contains n letters which are the reverse of vu‘−1 with a2n+s= v1 (and of u‘ otherwise
with a2n+s= u1).
In the next step, the buer cycle starts again, while in the last n − s + 1 factors
(2n+s+1; : : : ; 3n+1), the coded word (r) begins to take form if the signal has arrived.
Now (r)=w1 : : :w‘, where each wj 2fu; vg. For each j=1; : : : ; ‘ with w‘−j+1 = v in
this step v1 simultaneously enters factor 2n + js + 1, while for the j with w‘−j+1 = u
and u1 enters this factor. It is important to observe that (r) can be fully recovered
from the states of these ‘ nodes at this time, as follows from u1 6= v1 and the form
of (r)2fu; vg‘. In the next s − 1 steps, the letters in these factors shift to the next
highest factor and the respective letters of u and v ow in. Thus, this last part will
contain (r) except for its rst s− 1 letters, as a2n+s+1; : : : ; a3n+1 after s steps. Observe
that the letters of (r) appear as n successive states a3n+1 of A3n+1, which is the last
factor.
If the signal did not arrive, the above transition rules imply that u‘ will be in the
buer after n input letters, and will then ow through and out of the next part.
We will use the fact that, except for the last (3n+1)th factor, the feedback function
’t of the tth does not depend on its last state factor a3n+1.
As to the mapping onto R; frg; d, take a triplet (k; p; yq)2R; frg; 1(y2fut; vt j t=1;
: : : ; sg). We represent this triplet (k; p; yq) by an appropriate state b= c(u; k)c(vu‘−1;
k) c(zu‘−1; k−1)e1 : : : en−s+1 of N. The number k is represented by the value c(vu‘−1;
k) and c(zu‘−1; k − 1), z= z1 : : : zs represents p with zi 2fui; vig; i=1; : : : ; s. Namely,
if z1 = u1, then p=  is assumed, and, if z1 = v1, then p is understood as the k-length
prex of r. In other words, z1 = v1 means r=pp0 for some p0 2X  (with jpj= k).
And z1 = u1 means p= . Setting y1 : : : yn 2fu; vg‘, assume
e1 : : : en−s+1 =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ys+k : : : ys+1us : : : uk+1yk if 16k<s; ‘=2;
yn−s+k : : : yn−s+1us : : : uk+1
un−2s+k : : : yn−2s+1
us : : : uk+1 : : : ys+k : : : ys+1
us : : : uk+1yk if 16k<s; ‘>2;
yn : : : yk if k = s;
uj : : : u1(us : : : u1)i−1yn : : : yk if k = is+ j; k<n;
16j<s;
(us : : : u1)i−1yn : : : yk if k = is6n:
Then k and the mirror image of e1 : : : en−s+1 represents yk : : : yn. If k>s, then this
is obvious considering the structure of e1 : : : en−s+1. (Recall that us = vs.) If 16k<s
and ‘>2, then the mirror image of e1 : : : en−s+1 is ykuk+1 : : : usys+1 : : : ys+k : : : uk+1 : : : us
yn−2s+1 : : : yn−2s+kuk+1 : : : usyn−s+1 : : : yn−s+k representing yk : : : yn. (Observe that k and
yk 2fuk ; vkg unambiguously determines yk : : : ys, moreover, for any i=1; : : : ; ‘, yn−is+1
2fu1; v1g unambiguously determines yn−is+2 : : : yn−(i−1)s.) We have similar conse-
quences for 16k<s and ‘=2. The motivation for this representation should be clear
from the explanation of the buer cycle discussed above.
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Now, we give the formal denition of B0, and that of a mapping  :B0!R; frg; 1
under which R; frg; 1 is an (y-represented) homomorphic image of B0.
Let B0 consists of all b2A3n+1 for which there are (k; p; q)2R; frg; 1 such that
b= c(u; k)c(vu‘−1; k) c(zu‘−1; k−1)e1 : : : en−s+1; z= z1 : : : zs, with zi 2fui; vig; i=1; : : : ;
s, where
z1 =

v1 if p is the k-length prex of r;
u1 otherwise;
e1 : : : en−s+1 is dened as above and q is represented by k and e1 : : : en−s+1 as we ex-
plained. (Recall that by the structure of R; frg; 1; yn−s+k : : : yn−s+1us : : : uk+1
yn−2s+k : : : yn−2s+1us : : : uk+1 : : : ys+k : : : ys+1us : : : uk+1yk unambiguously determines q=
yk : : : yn, whenever k<s and ‘>2. Similarly, by the structure of R; frg; 1; ys+k : : : ys+1
us : : : uk+1yk unambiguously determines q=yk : : : yn, whenever k<s and ‘=2. More-
over, q= en−s+1 : : : ek−s+1 is assumed if k>s.) Furthermore, let  (b)= (k; p; q). It is
routine work to show that N has a subautomaton B0 with state set B0 which can be
mapped homomorphically by  onto R; frg; 1. Finally, by  (b)= (k; p; q), the last letter
of b is the same as the rst letter of q. Therefore, N y-represents R; frg; 1.
Applying Proposition 2.2 to the productN, it is clear that we will get a productN0,
which also y-represents R; frg; 1, moreover, similarly to N, apart from the last factor,
the feedback functions of the factors ofN0 really do not depend on their last state vari-
able. Thus it is enough to observe that by an inductive application of Proposition 2.2,
we can derive from the product N a primitive product M.
Especially, every vertex of the underlying graph of N has not more than two in-
coming and two outgoing edges in the resulting product. Moreover, if there is a vertex
with two outgoing edges, then it is an element of a cycle with one edge going into an-
other element of the same cycle, and all of the other cycle elements have one outgoing
edge connecting them with other elements of the cycle.
In addition, cycle elements have only one incoming edge, coming from another
element of the cycle. 6 Using Proposition 2.1, we may assume that N is a primitive
product, for otherwise we could relabel its components by an appropriate permutation
of their indices.
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.1.
We next prove:
Lemma 4.2. Let A be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion; Ak(X; ’01; : : : ;
’0k);A
‘(X; ’001 ; : : : ; ’
00
‘ ) be primitive powers ofA such that; apart from the last factors;
the feedback functions of the factors really do not depend on their last state variable.
Suppose that they y-represent; in order; R; H1 ; d and R; H2 ; d for some  :X
n!An; H1;
6 The cycles may be \wired" in such a way that their rst element is connected to the last one and all
the others are connected to the previous ones. Then the cycles can represent \clocks" so that, for instance,
if d1 : : : dms is a state of a cycle (with ms length) representing the kth state of an arbitrary \clock" then
d2 : : : dmsd1 will represent its k + 1 (modms)th state.
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H2fp2X+ j jpj= ng (H1; H2 are not necessarily disjoint sets); and d>1; where n
is a multiple of s as before. There exists a primitive power M=Ak+‘+1 (X; ’1; : : : ;
’k+‘+1); which y-represents R; H1[H2 ; d+1. Moreover; apart from the last factor; the
feedback functions of the factors of M really do not depend on their last state
variable.
Proof. Dene the power Ak+‘+1(X; ’1; : : : ; ’k+‘+1) in the following way.
For any (a1; : : : ; ak+‘+1)2Ak+‘+1; x2X; t=1; : : : ; n+ ‘ + 1,
’t(a1; : : : ; ak+‘+1; x)=
8<:
’0t(a1; : : : ; ak ; x) if t6k;
’00t−k(ak+1; : : : ; ak+‘; x) if k<t6k + ‘;
x[ak+‘+1; ak _ ak+‘] otherwise:
Clearly, this power of A is primitive.
Now we consider, in order, appropriate homomorphisms  0 and  00 such that Ak(X;
’01; : : : ; ’
0
k); y-represents R; H1 ; d with respect to  
0, and moreover, A‘(X; ’001 ; : : : ; ’
00
‘ ),
y-represents R; H2 ; d with respect to  
00. It is clear that ’t does not depend on its
last state variable if t 6= k + ‘ + 1. Therefore, it is a routine work to show that the
power M y-represents R; H1[H2 ; d+1 with respect to the homomorphism  having the
following properties:
 (a1; : : : ; ak+‘+1)= (c; p; ak+‘+1y1 : : : yd−c+n);
whenever  0(a1; : : : ; ak)= (c; p0; y01 : : : y
0
d−c+n);  
00(ak+1; : : : ; ak+‘)= (c; p00; y001 : : :
y00d−c+n); fp0; p00g= fp; g (with jpj 2 f0; cg including the possibility of p= ),
yd−c+n (= y0d−c+n=y
00
d−c+n)= us (= vs);
yj−1 =
8<:
us (= vs) if y0j−1 =y
00
j−1 = us (= vs) and yj 2fu1; v1g;
ui if y0j−1 =y
00
j−1 = ui and yj = ui+1; i2f1; : : : ; s− 1g;
vi if vi 2fy0j−1; y00j−1g and yj = vi+1; i2f1; : : : ; s− 1g;
j=2; : : : ; d− c + n, provided
ak+‘+1 =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
us (= vs) if c − d+ 1 (mod s)= 1;
uc−d (mod s) if y1 = uc−d+1 (mod s);
c − d+ 1 (mod s)2f2; : : : ; s− 1g;
vc−d (mod s) if y1 = vc−d+1 (mod s);
c − d+ 1 (mod s)2f2; : : : ; s− 1g;
arbitrary element
of fus−1; vs−1g if c − d+ 1 (mod s)= s:
Using the denition of R; H; d, by Lemma 3.5 it is obvious that y1 : : : yd−c+n and  
are well dened.
We shall use the following concept as well. Dene the subautomaton R; d of R; X n; d
to have state set R; d=R; X n; dnf(k; ; q) j (k; ; q)2R; X n; dg. This is a subautomaton
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since px is a prex of a word of X n for every p2X  with jpj<n; x2X . For
(k; p; q)2R;;d, we have jpj= k always, so we will use the short notation (p; q) for
(k; p; q)2R; d. We have, for (p; yq)2R; d (y2fut; vt j t=1; : : : ; sg) and x2X ,
; d((p; yq); x)=

(px; q) if jpj<n;
(x; q(p)) if jpj= n:
LetM=(WZ; XM; M) be an automaton with Y Z , moreover, let B =(B; X; B)
be a subautomaton of M having a homomorphism  :B!R; d onto R; d such that
 ((w; z))= (p; yq)((w; z)2B; (p; yq)2R; d; y2Y ) implies z=y. Then we also say
that M y-represents R; d (with respect to  ).
The following statement is obvious.
Proposition 4.3. Let i :X n!Y n; i=1; : : : ; m be a system of mappings; moreover; let
d be a positive integer. For any i=1; : : : ; m; let Mi=(WiZi; X; i) be an automaton
which y-represents Ri ; d. Consider an automaton Mm+1 = (Mm+1; Xm+1; m+1) with
Xm+1 =Ym; a product U=R1 ;d     Rm; d Mm+1(X; ’1; : : : ; ’m+1) with
’t((p1; y1q1); : : : ; (pm; ymqm); a; x)=

x if t6m;
(y1; : : : ; ym) if t=m+ 1
((pi; yiqi)2Ri; d; yi 2Y; i=1; : : : ; m; a2Mm+1; x2X ).
Dene the product M=M1     Mm Mm+1(X;  1;    ;  m+1) with
 t((w1; z1); : : : ; (wm; zm); a; x)=

x if t6m;
(z1; : : : ; zm) if t=m+ 1:
Then M homomorphically represents U.
Lemma 4.4. Let A=(A; X; A) be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion
and let u= u1 : : : us; v= v1 : : : vs be any pair of its control words. Consider an alphabet
X; a multiple n of s with n= ‘s; ‘>1 and a mapping  :X n!An having the property
(p)2fu; vg‘ for each p2X n. For any integer d>jX nj; there exists a primitive power
M of A such that R; d is y-represented by M. Moreover; apart from the last factor;
the feedback functions of the factors of M really do not depend on their last state
variable.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and by an inductive application of Lemma 4.2, we can prove that
R; X n; jX nj is y-represented by an appropriate primitive power M0=Ak(X; ’01; : : : ; ’
0
k)
of A. Since R; jX nj is a subautomaton of R; X n; jX nj, this primitive power M0 also
y-represents R;jX nj. If d= jX nj, then M0 has the required conditions. Otherwise, let
M=Ak+‘(X; ’1; : : : ; ’k+‘) with ‘=d−jX nj such that for any (a1; : : : ; ak+‘)2Ak+‘; x2
X; t=1; : : : ; k + ‘,
’t(a1; : : : ; ak+‘; x)=

’0t(a1; : : : ; ak ; x) if t6k;
x[at ; at−1] otherwise:
This power of A is primitive and y-represents R; d.
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Lemma 4.5. Let D=(D; X; ) and B=(B; Y; 0) be automata with DB. Moreover;
let  :X n!Y n (n>0) be a mapping and assume that for a suitable integer d>0 the
following two conditions are satised:
(i) For all a2B; (p; q)2R; d; p2X n :
0(a; q)2D implies (0(a; q); p)= 0(a; q(p)) (2D).
(ii) f(0(a; q); p) j a2D; (p; q)2R; d; 0(a; q)2Dg=D.
Then there exists an 0-product R; dB(X; ’1; ’2) which homomorphically represents
D such that ’2((p; yq); x) ((p; yq)2R; d; x2X; y2Y ) really depends only on y.
Proof. Form the 0-product C=(C; X; 00)=R; d  B(X; ’1; ’2), where for arbitrary
(p; yq)2R; d (y2Y ); b2B and x2X , ’1(x)= x and ’2((p; yq); x)=y. Dene the
subautomaton C0 of C with states C0= f((p; yq); a)2C j 0(a; yq)2Dg and input set
X . We map the state c=((p; yq); a) of C0 to the state (0(a; yq); p) of D.
Assume that C0 receives an input letter x in this state c. If jpj<n, then 00(c; x)=
((px; q); 0(a; y)), which maps to the state (0(0(a; y); q); px)= ((0(a; yq); p); x)
of D, as required.
If on the other hand, jpj= n, then 00(c; x)= ((x; q(p)); 0(a; y)). This maps to
(0(0(a; y); q(p)); x) in D, that is, to (0(0(a; yq); (p)); x)= ((0(a; yq); p); x),
by (i) since 0(a; yq)2D. (Observe in the second case, jqj=d− 1.)
Thus, the mapping  (((p; q); a))= (0(a; q); p) (((p; q); a)2C0; a2DB) is a
homomorphism of a subautomaton of C into D. By (ii),  is a mapping onto D. Finally,
as ’2((p; yq); x)=y((p; yq)2R; d; x2X ), we obtain that ’2 really depends only on y.
This ends the proof.
We shall use the following natural extension of this result.
Lemma 4.6. Let D=(D; X; ) be an automaton. Consider a product N=(B1  
Bm; Z‘; 0)=B1      Bm(Z‘; ’1; : : : ; ’m) of automata Bt ; 16t6m with DB1 
  Bm. Let i :X n ! Zn (n>0); 16i6‘; be mappings; moreover let  :X n ! (Z‘)n
with i(p)= z1;i : : : zn; i ; i=1; : : : ; ‘ whenever (p)= (z1;1; : : : ; z1; ‘) : : : (zn;1; : : : ; zn; ‘) such
that the following two conditions hold:
(i) For every a2B1      Bm; (p; q)2R; d; p2X n :
0(a; q)2D implies (0(a; q); p)=0(a; q(p)) (2 D).
(ii) D= f(0(a; q); p) j a2B1      Bm; (p; q)2R; d; 0(a; q)2Dg.
Then the product V=R1 ; d     R‘; d N(X; ’01; : : : ; ’0‘; ’00‘+1)=R1 ; d     
R‘; dB1  Bm(X; ’01; : : : ; ’‘+m)0 homomorphically represents D; where for each
(16i6‘ + m); we have
’0i((p1; y1q1); : : : ; (p‘; y‘q‘); b1; : : : ; bm; x)
=

x if 16i6‘;
’i−‘(b1; : : : ; bm; (y1; : : : ; y‘)) otherwise
((pi; yiqi)2Ri;d; 16i6‘; x2X; (y1; : : : ; y‘)2Z‘; and ’00‘+1 = (’0‘+1; : : : ; ’0‘+m).
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Proof. First we apply Lemma 4.5 taking N in the role of B. Consider the 0-product
U=R; dN(X; 1; 2) given by Lemma 4.5, and the product V=R1 ; d  R‘; d
B1     Bm(X; ’01; : : : ; ’0‘+m) just dened.
For a state (p; yq; b1; : : : ; bm) of U, where (p; yq)2R; d with p2X ; y=y1 : : : y‘
2Z‘; q2 (Z‘), bi 2Bi (16i6m) given q=(x1;1; : : : ; x1; ‘) : : : (xh;1; : : : ; xh; ‘), we put
qj =
0B@ x1; j...
xh; j
1CA2Zh (for some h>0; for each j=1; : : : ; ‘):
We write this state as0BBB@p;
0BBB@
y1 : : : y‘
x1;1 : : : x1; ‘
...
. . .
...
xh;1 : : : xh; ‘
1CCCA ; b1; : : : ; bm
1CCCA :
Dene an injective mapping % :R; dB1   Bm ! R1 ; d   R‘; dB1Bm by
%
0BBB@p;
0BBB@
y1 : : : y‘
x1;1 : : : x1; ‘
...
. . .
...
xh;1 : : : xh; ‘
1CCCA ; b1; : : : ; bm
1CCCA =
0B@
0B@ (p; y1x1;1 : : : xh;1)...
(p; y‘x1; ‘ : : : xh; ‘)
1CA ; b1; : : : ; bm
1CA :
Denote by U resp. V the transition functions of U resp. V.
If jpj<n, in U(((p; yq); b1; : : : ; bm); x), the only changes are that the row of y’s
is lost, p is replaced by px, and bi is replaced by b0i , which is bi acted on by
’i−‘(b1; : : : ; bm; (y1; : : : ; y‘)) in Bi for i=1; : : : ; m, whereas in % of this state, the ‘col-
umn’ of y’s is lost and p is replaced by px, while the b’s change in the same way.
If jpj= n, then %(U(((p; yq); b1; : : : ; bm); x) is
%
0BBBBBBBBB@
x;
0BBBBBBBBB@
x1;1 : : : x1; ‘
...
. . .
...
xh;1 : : : xh; ‘
z1;1 : : : z1; ‘
...
. . .
...
zn;1 : : : zn; ‘
1CCCCCCCCCA
; b01; : : : ; b
0
m
1CCCCCCCCCA
=
0B@
0B@ (x; x1;1 : : : xh;1z1;1 : : : zn;1)...
(x; x1; ‘ : : : xh; ‘z1; ‘ : : : zn; ‘)
1CA ; b01; : : : ; b0m
1CA ;
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where
(p)=
0B@ z1;1 : : : z1; ‘... . . . ...
zn;1 : : : zn; ‘
1CA ; i(p)=
0B@ z1; i...
zn; i
1CA ; i=1; : : : ; ‘:
This shows that for any (p; yq)2R; d; (b1; : : : ; bm)2B1      Bm; x2X , we have
%(U(((p; q); b1; : : : ; bm); x))= V(%(((p; q); b1; : : : ; bm)); x):
Therefore, the product U can be embedded isomorphically into the product V. But by
Lemma 4.5, U homomorphically represents D. Thus, V also has this property.
5. Main result
In this section, we will establish that a primitive product of Letichevsky automata
can homomorphically represent any nite automaton E. To avoid trivialities, we note
that it is enough to restrict to cases in which E has at least three states.
Consider an automaton A satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion and let u= u1 : : : us; v= v1
: : : vs denote a pair of control words for A as before. We put u ^ u= u _ u= u; v ^
v= v _ v= v; v ^ u= u ^ v= u and v _ u= u _ v= v, so that ^ and _ are logical AND
resp. logical OR on the set fu; vg.
First we show the following technical result.
Lemma 5.1. Dene the automata B=(fu; vg9; fu; vg4; B);C=(fu; vg18n; fu; vg6n;
C); n>3; with
B((a1; : : : ; a9); (x1; x2; x3; x4))= (a2; a3 ^ x1; a4; a5 ^ x2; a6_a3; a7 ^ x3; a8; a9; x4);
C((a1; : : : ; a18n); (x1; : : : ; x6n))= (a01; : : : ; a
0
18n) where for i=1; : : : ; n;
(a018(i−1)+1; : : : ; a
0
18(i−1)+9) = B((a18(i−1)+1; : : : ; a18(i−1)+9);
(x6(i−1)+1; x6(i−1)+2; x6(i−1)+3; a18(i−1)+10));
(a018(i−1)+10; : : : ; a
0
18(i−1)+18) = B((a18(i−1)+10; : : : ; a18(i−1)+18);
(x6(i−1)+4; x6(i−1)+5; x6(i−1)+6;
a18(i−1)+1 _ a18(i−1)+19 (mod 18n))):
There exist a positive integer m and input words ^0; ^1; ^2; ^3 of C having the following
properties. Given an appropriate subset fb1; : : : ; bng; of the state set of B; for every
transformation  of fb1; : : : ; bng; there exists a word ^ 2f^0; ^1; ^2; ^3g+ inducing 
(i.e. B(bi; ^)= (bi); i=1; : : : ; n) such that j^j=m.
Proof. Consider states of C having the form (u4a1u13 : : : u4anu13); a1; : : : ; an 2fu; vg
and use the short notation (d; e)= u4du8eu4; d; e2fu; vg. We represent bi; i2f1; : : : ; ng
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by the state u18(i−1)u4vu13u18(n−i) of C, which, using the short notation, is (u; u)i−1(v; u)
(u; u)n−i. First we show that we have words q0;0; qi; j 2fu; vg+; i=1; 2; 3; 4, j=1; : : : ; n
all having the same length such that
C((d1; e1; : : : ; dn; en); qi; j)= (d01; e
0
1; : : : ; d
0
n; e
0
n);
where
(d0‘; e
0
‘)= (d‘; e‘) if ‘ 6= j, and otherwise
(d0j; e
0
j)=
8>>>><>>>>:
(dj; ej) if (i; j)= (0; 0);
(dj; dj+1 (mod n)) if i=1; j=1; : : : ; n;
(ej; dj) if i=2; j=1; : : : ; n;
(u; ej) if i=3; j=1; : : : ; n;
(dj _ ej; ej) if i=4; j=1; : : : ; n:
Using the symmetry of the structure of C, to show the existence of the q’s, it is
enough to prove the existence of q0;0; qi;1 2fu; vg+; i=1; 2; 3; 4. Dene the following
input letters (not words!) of C:
x0 = (uvu)2n; x1 = uvuuuuvvu(uvu)2n−3; x2 = uvuuuv(uvu)2n−2;
x3 = vvuvvu(uvu)2n−2; x4 = uuvuuv(uvu)2n−2; x5 = uuu(uvu)2n−1;
x6 = uvuvvu(uvu)2n−2; x7 = uvv(uvu)2n−1:
Let us consider the following computations.
(0) C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x09)
= C(u3d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x08)
= C(u2d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x07)
= C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x06)
= C(u3d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x05)
= C(u2d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x04)
= C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x03)
= C(u3d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x02)
= C(u2d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x0)
= (u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4):
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(1) C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x51x
4
2)
= C(u3d1u17d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x41x
4
2)
= C(u2d1u17d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x13x24)
= C(u4d1u14d2u2d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x21x
4
2)
= C(u3d1u14d2u2d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x1x42)
= C(u2d1u14d2u2d2u8e2u5d2u2d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x42)
= C(u4d1u11d2u5d2u8e2u2d2u5d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x32)
= C(u3d1u11d2u5d2u8e2u2d2u5d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x22)
= C(u2d1u11d2u5d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x2)
= (u4d1u8d2u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4):
(2) C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x53x
4
4)
= C(u3d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x43x
4
4)
= C(u2d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x33x
4
4)
= C(ud1u2d1u5e1u2e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x23x
4
4)
= C(d1u2d1u5e1u2e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x3x44)
= C(u2d1u5e1u2e1u5d1u2d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5d1; x44)
= C(u4d1ue1u5e1u2d1u5d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu2d1u; x43)
= C(u6e1u8d1u5d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu2d1u2; x42)
= C(u5e1u8d1u5d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x4)
= (u4e1u8d1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4):
(3) C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x59)
= C(u12e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x58)
= C(u11e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x57)
= C(u13e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x56)
= C(u12e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x55)
= C(u11e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x54)
= C(u13e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x53)
= C(u12e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x52)
= C(u11e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x5)
= (u13e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4):
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(4) C(u4d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x65x74)
= C(u3d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x64x74)
= C(u2d1u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x63x74)
= C(u4d1u5e1u2e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x62x74)
= C(u3d1u5e1u2e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x6x74)
= C(u2d1u5e1u2e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x74)
= C(u4d1u2e1u5e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4; x73)
= C(u3d1u2e1u5e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu5; x72)
= C(u2d1u2e1u5e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu6; x7)
= (u4(d1 ^ e1)u8e1u8d2u8e2u8d3u8e3 : : : u8dnu8enu4):
The above elementary computations show that the words q0;0 = x09; q1;1 = x15x24;
q2;1 = x35x44; q3;1 = x59; q4;1 = x65x74 satisfy our requirements.
Continuing the proof, let us consider the following four computations:
(00) Identity.
C((d1; u; : : : ; dn; u); q0;0)= (d1; u; : : : ; dn; u):
(10) n-cycle.
C((d1; u; d2; : : : ; u; dn−1; u; dn; u); q1;1 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)
= C((d1; d2; d2; : : : ; dn−1; dn−1; dn; dn; d1); q3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1; : : : q2; n)
= C((u; d2; u; : : : ; dn−1; u; dn; u; d1); q2;1 : : : q2; n)
= (d2; u; d3; : : : u; dn; u; d1; u):
(20) Transposition.
C((d1; u; : : : ; dn; u); q1;1q2;1q1; 2 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n
(q1;1 : : : ; q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1)
= C((d1; d2; d2; u; : : : ; dn; u); q2;1q1;2 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n
(q1;1 : : : ; q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1)
= C((d2; d1; d2; u; d3; : : : ; u; dn−1; u; dn; u); q1;2 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n
(q1;1 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1)
= C((d2; d1; d2; d3; d3; : : : ; dn−1; dn−1; dn; dn; d2); q3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n
(q1;1 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1)
= C((u; d1; u; d3; : : : ; dn−1; u; dn; u; d2); q2;1 : : : ; q2; n
(q1;1 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1)
= ((d1; u; d3; u; : : : ; u; dn; u; d2; u); (q1;1 : : : q1; nq3;1 : : : q3; nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1);
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and now applying the n-cycle operation n− 1 times, we obtain
((d1; u; d3; u; : : : ; u; dn; u; d2; u); (q1;1 : : : q1;nq3;1 : : : q3;nq2;1 : : : q2;n)n−1)
= (d2; u; d1; u; d3; : : : ; dn−1; u; dn; u):
(30) Collapsing.
C((d1; u; d2; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q1;1q3; 2q4;1q2;1q3;1q2;1)
= C((d1; d2; d2; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q3; 2q4;1q2;1q3;1q2;1)
= C((d1; d2; u; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q4;1q2;1q3;1q2;1)
= C((d1 _ d2; d2; u; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q2;1q3;1q2;1)
= C((d2; d1 _ d2; u; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q3;1q2;1)
= C((u; d1 _ d2; u; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u); q2;1)
= (d1 _ d2; u; u; u; d3; : : : ; dn; u):
Put ^0 = (q0;0)
3n2+1; ^1 = q1;1; : : : q1 nq3;1 : : : q3 nq2;1 : : : q2; n(q0;0)
3n2−3n+1; ^2 = q1;1q2;1q1;2;
: : : q1 nq3;1 : : : ; q3 nq2;1 : : : q2; n(q1;1 : : : q1 nq3;1 : : : q3 nq2;1 : : : q2; n)n−1; ^3 = q1;1q3; 2q4;1q2;1q3;1
q2;1(q0;0)3n
2−5, and use the short notation bi= u18(i−1)u4vu13u18(n−i); i=1; : : : ; n.
By computations (00){(30), we get that the ^j ( j=0; 1; 2; 3), which all have the same
length, induce the following transformations j of fb1; : : : ; bng:
0 =

b1 b2 b3 : : : bn
b1 b2 b3 : : : bn

; 1 =

b1 b2 ; : : : bn−1 bn
b2 b3 ; : : : bn b1

;
2 =
 
b1 b2 b3 : : : bn
b2 b1 b3 : : : bn
!
; 3 =
 
b1 b2 b3 : : : bn
b1 b1 b3 : : : bn
!
:
Using the well-known fact that 1; 2; 3 generate all transformations on the n element
set fb1; : : : ; bng; and that 0 is the identity, we obtain our technical result.
Now we are ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 5.2. Let A=(A; XA; A) be an automaton satisfying Letichevsky’s crite-
rion. For any automaton E there exists a primitive power P of A such that E can
be represented homomorphically by P.
Proof. Let u= u1 : : : us; v= v1 : : : vs denote a pair of control words of A as before.
Consider an integer n>3 and dene the power N=A18ns(XN; ’1; : : : ; ’18ns); XN
=A6n, of A in the following manner. For any state (a1; : : : ; a18ns)2A18ns, input letter
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=(z1; : : : ; z6n)2XN, and t (= 1; : : : ; 18ns), we have
’t(a1; : : : ; a18ns; )
=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
x[at; at+1] if s does not divide t or
t=(18(i − 1) + j)s; i=1; : : : ; n;
j=1; 3; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; 16; 17;
x[at; at+1 ^ z6(i−1)+j=2] if t=(18(i − 1) + j)s; i=1; : : : ; n;
j=2; 4; 6;
x[at; at+1 ^ z6(i−1)+(j−3)=2] if t=(18(i − 1) + j)s; i=1; : : : ; n;
j=11; 13; 15;
x[at; at−3s+1 _ at+1] if t=(18(i − 1) + j)s; i=1; : : : ; n;
j=5; 14;
x[at; at−18s+1 _ at+1(mod 18ns)] if t=18is; i=1; : : : ; n:
It is easy to check that N is a primitive power of A, moreover, whenever ’t
(16t618ns) really depends on its input variable, then it may additionally depend
only on its tth state variable and at most on one other state variable. Therefore, N
has the properties required by Proposition 2.4 for the last component of M.
Denote by N the transition function of N and consider the automaton C given in
Lemma 5.1. Observe that wheneverN is in the state having the form (w1;1; : : : ; w1; s; : : : ;
w18n;1; : : : ; w18n; s); (wi;1 : : : ; wi; s)2fu; vg; i=1; : : : ; 18n, by the eect of words having the
form (z1;1; : : : ; z1;6n) : : : (zs;1; : : : ; zs;6n); z1; i : : : zs; i 2fu; vg; i=1; : : : ; 6n; N((w1;1; : : : ; w1; s;
: : : ; w18n;1; : : : ; w18n; s); (z1;1; : : : ; z1;6n); : : : (zs;1; : : : ; zs;6n))= (w01;1; : : : ; w
0
1; s; : : : ; w
0
18n;1; : : : ;
w018n; s) if and only if, C((w
(1); : : : ;w(18n)); (z(1); : : : ; z(6n))= (w0(1); : : : ;w0(18n));w(i) =wi;1;
: : : wi; s;w0(i) =w0i;1 : : : w
0
i; s; z
(j) = z1; j : : : zs; j ; i=1; : : : ; 18n; j=1; : : : ; 6n. Therefore, using
the short notation bk = u18(k−1)+4vu18(n−k)+13 for the state bk of N, by Lemma 5.1
we have that there exists a positive integer m having the following property. For every
transformation  on fb1; : : : ; bng, there exists a word ^ = 1 : : : ; ms; (1; : : : ; ms 2XN)
such that, N(bk ; ^)= (bk), for all 16k6n:
Every n-state automaton E is isomorphic to a subautomaton of an n-state automaton
D with the following properties:
(i) for each transformation  of the n states of D; there is an input letter x inducing
, and,
(ii) there are at least as many distinct letters of D which induce  as there are which
induce  in E.
Thus, to complete the proof, it suces to establish the result for the following n
state automaton having these properties whose states are a subset of those of N. Let
D=(D; XD; D); D= fb1; : : : ; bng, where bk ; k =1; : : : ; n are the states ofN discussed
before. For each transformation  of fb1; : : : ; bng let there be an input letter x of D
having D(bk ; x)= (bk); k =1; : : : ; n. And furthermore, let there be at least as many
letters of D which induce each given transformation  as there are which in E.
We shall show that D can be represented homomorphically by a primitive power of
A. Clearly, fD(bk ; x) j bk 2D; x2XDg=D.
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To each length ms input word p= x1 : : : ; xms of D, we associate the transformation
p induced by this word on the set D= fb1; : : : ; bng. Dene, following Lemma 5.1,
(p)= bp. The mapping  : (XD)ms! (XN)ms satises D(bk ; p)= N(bk ; (p)) (bk 2
D;p2 (XD)ms).
For every d>0, and a a state of N, (p; q)2R; d, p2 (XD)ms, we clearly have
that, whenever N(a; q)2D, that D(N(a; q); p)= N(a; q(p))2D. Furthermore, by
taking  to be a letter of XD inducing the identity under D (that is, D(bi; )= bi for all
bi 2D), and letting q be ((ms)) j with d6msj<ms+ d and p= d−ms( j−1) implying
(p; q)2R; d, we derive D(N(bi; q); p)= D(bi; p)= bi. Therefore, D= fD(N(a; q);
p) j a a state of N; (p; q)2R; d; N(a; q)2Dg. This shows that conditions (i) and
(ii) of Lemma 4.6 hold.
For every i (= 1; : : : ; 6n); dene i : (XD)ms!Ams as follows: for each 16j6ms;
the jth letter of i(p) (p2 (XD)ms) is equal to the ith component of the jth letter
0j =(zj;1; : : : ; zj;6n) of (p). Therefore, as in Lemma 4.6 (taking l and n of the lemma
to be 6n and ms, respectively), we can construct the product V=R1 ; d  R6n; d
N(XD; ’01; : : : ; ’
0
6n; ’
00
6n+1) which homomorphically represents D.
By Lemma 4.4, given an integer d>jXDjms, for each i=1; : : : ; 6n, we obtain a
primitive power Mi of A such that apart from its last one, its feedback functions do
not depend on the last state variable, and furthermore, Mi y-represents Ri ; d.
Now set  i(m1; : : : ; m6n; m6n+1; x)= x for each i=1; : : : ; 6n and  6n+1(m1; : : : ; m6n;
m6n+1; x)= (z1; : : : ; z6n), where x2XD, zi is the state of the last factor of Mi (which
represents Ri ; d) for 16i66n, and m6n+1 is the state of N. By Proposition 4.3 (con-
sidering N; XD; 6n to be M; X; m of the proposition), we obtain M=M1     
M6nN(XD;  1; : : : ;  6n+1), which homomorphically represents V, hence D, hence E.
On the other hand, observe that we have the conditions of Proposition 2.4 for the prod-
uct M (taking N; XD; 6n to be Mn+1; X; n of the proposition). By Proposition 2.4, M
is isomorphic to a primitive power P of A. Therefore, then E is homomorphically
represented by the primitive power P. This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.3. Let K be a class of nite automata. If K satises Letichevsky’s
criterion; then K is homomorphically complete under the primitive product.
By Letichevsky’s result [18], a class of nite automata is homomorphically complete
under the Gluskov product if and only if it satises Letichevsky’s criterion. Therefore,
one obtains the following statement.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose thatK is a class of nite automata. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
 K satises Letichevsky’s criterion.
 K is homomorphically complete under the Gluskov product.
 K is homomorphically complete under the i-product for all i>2.
 K is homomorphically complete under the i-product for some i>2.
 K is homomorphically complete under the j-product for all j>3.
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 K is homomorphically complete under the j-product for some j>3.
 K is homomorphically complete under the i − j-product for all i>2; j>3.
 K is homomorphically complete under the i − j-product for some i>2; j>3.
 K is homomorphically complete under the primitive product.
Remark. There is a class of nite automata satisfying Letichevsky’s criterion which is
homomorphically complete for neither the 1-product nor the 2-product. This shows
that the above result is sharp.
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